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Purpose of Genius Hour:   
Your students will be engaged in an exciting journey to become an expert on a topic they are 

passionate about. Genius Hour is intended to engage even your most difficult students because 

it allows them a choice in their learning. Genius Hour is designed to engage all to become 

passionate learners.  
 

Included in this Genius Hour Resource:  
 Genius Hour Teacher Tips (4-pages) 

 Parent Letter (1-page; editable Word document) 

 Genius Hour Introductory Slideshow (9-slides; PDF) 

 My Passions file (1-page; digital) 

 Guiding Question file (1-page; digital) 

 Planning Stage file (1-page; digital)  
 My Research file (1-page; digital)  
 Note-Taking files(5-pages; digital) 

 My Reflections file (1-page; digital) 

 Bib Tips handout (1-page; 4-per page; PDF) 

 Presentation Toolkit handout (1-page; 4 per page; PDF) 

 Genius Hour Grading Rubric file (1-page; digital)  
 Genius Hour Certificates (1-page; 2-per page; PDF)  

 

Why use this digital resource:  
 This resource is almost all paperless, but it could also be printed.  

 Your students will work directly on the digital documents.  
 It’s a way to integrate technology into instruction. 

 Students are highly engaged in their work.  

 This resource is aligned to the ISTE and Common Core State Standards. 

 This resource is easily accessible using Google Drive™.  

 

Downloading Genius Hour: 
1. First off, if you haven’t created a free Google account, you will need to do that before 

downloading the digital Genius Hour resource. Each student will also need their own 

account if they will be working on their own.  
2. Download the Genius Hour Resource from Google Slides→ Genius Hour. When you click on 

the link, you will come to a screen that says “Copy document”. In order to transfer this file to 

your own Google Drive™ account, click the blue button that says “Make a copy”. Note: If 

you have several Google Drive accounts with multiple email addresses, make sure you take 

note which email address is selected in the top right corner of the screen, so you can easily 

find the file in the future. 

3. Before you begin any “editing” of the digital resource, it is VERY important to first save a copy 

of the resource on your own Google Drive. This is the file that you can “edit” if needed. “Edit” 

means that you can delete any page that you do not wish to “share” with you students at 

the time. You do not want to edit the original file!  
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Genius Hour Teacher Tips & Steps: 
1. Teacher Tips- Read thru all of the Teacher Tips and preview the resources provided so you 

have an idea of what your students will be doing. 

2. Introductory Slideshow- Get your students fired up about what they are about to do by 

showing them the Introductory Slideshow that is included. It’s important that your students 

understand that they will have a choice in their own learning. You may also want to view this 

short video with your students to get an overview of what Genius Hour is all about. Note: We 

have included three Internet links to videos and resources that are intended to help you and 

your students understand what Genius Hour is. We apologize if for some reason a link gets 

discontinued. If this happens, you can easily do a search yourself and find useful videos. 

3. Parent Letter (Optional)- After showing the Introductory Slideshow, you may want to hand 

out the Parent Letter to your students. If you choose to use the editable letter, be sure to 

read through it with your students and discuss. 

4. Student Access to Files- Like what was stated before, each student that is working on Genius 

Hour will need a Google account. At this point, you will want to be sure that your students 

have access to the Genius Hour files that you have shared with them. 

5. Genius Hour Google Slides- Once your students have access to the files, it will be important 

that you go over each file. As students work through Genius Hour, they will type on the 

following templates: 

 My Passions File: This file will have your students brainstorm their interests (passions) and 

then narrow their passions down to one. To help your students with this, maybe go 

around the room and have each student share one interest that they have. 

 Guiding Question File: The guiding question is the driving force of your students’ 

research. Examples are provided to help your struggling learners. Click on this link for 

more examples. The guiding question needs to begin with “How might I”. It is very 

important that you look over each student’s guiding question to be sure it can be 

researched and is not too broad. 

 Planning Stage File: Your students will use this file to help plan their research. They will 

figure out the steps they need to take and the materials they will need. 

 My Research File: This file shares information about note-taking and bibliographies. 

There is nothing that students need to write on this. 

 Note-Taking Files: Included in this resource are five note-taking files. This is because 

students may need several different sessions to work on their Genius Hour. For the note-

taking file, students are asked to record their notes from their research, keep track of 

their bibliographies, and then plan for the next work session. To help out with the 

bibliography, included is a printable PDF “Bib Tips” handout. This handout includes 

information on how to record three types of bibliographies (books, websites, & 

magazines/newspapers). There are also websites available such as EasyBib to help 

students record their sources. The way your students record their sources is up to you. 

These are only suggested ways. 

 My Reflection File: This is where students will reflect on their Genius Hour project. 

 Grading Rubric File: Feel free to use the digital version provided by typing in the points 

for each category. You can also just print the document off as a hard copy. 

6. Genius Hour Process Video- To help your students understand the components of Genius 

Hour and what they will need to do, show your students this short video. 

7. Step-By-Step- Once you feel your students have an understanding of how Genius Hour works 

it’s time for them to begin the step-by-step process. In terms of time allowed in your 

classroom, that will be up to you. With that said, it is recommended that you allow 4-5 forty-

five minute sessions for this. 

8. Presentation Toolkit- Once the research process is nearing completion you will want to talk 

about the presentation process. For this, you may find the “Presentation Toolkit” PDF handout 

helpful for your students. 
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Other Genius Hour Tips & Ideas: 
 Obviously, students will need access to an electronic device.  

 The Genius Hour project requires students to collect information. Internet access, books, 

newspapers, and magazines are very helpful resources for this project.  

 Also, do not forget people as a resource. There may be a way to reach out to individuals 

who are experts or who specialize in what a student is passionate about. People can be 

excellent resources for your students! 

 If you just want to share a single slide to your students instead of the entire bundle of files, 

copy the file and delete the rest of the slides/pages that you do not wish to share. One 

slide that you may not need to share is the grading rubric. 

 Also included in this resource are some Genius Hour Certificates of Achievement in PDF. 

These certificates are optional. 
 
Your Struggling Students: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This project-based learning activity should be engaging to your students but like any assignment 

there will still be some students who have a hard time getting started and working each session. 

These are the students that will need your guidance for the first few days and maybe well into 

the Genius Hour process. Here are some tips on how to connect with your struggling students: 

 Help your struggling students discover their interests and favorite activities. You may have 

to pry a little. 

 Take one of their interests/activities and ask them why they are passionate about it. 

 Model how their interests can be transformed into a research project that they care about 

and can get excited about. 

 It will be important that you are as excited when helping these students come up with a 

guiding question. Showing them that you care about their passion will hopefully help burn 

a fire within them! Provide guidance in forming the question so it is not just a simple 

Google search answer. However, you may also have a few students where this is 

necessary.  

 Check-in with your struggling students. They may need guidance on where to begin and 

how to gather and summarize important information. 

 Allow your struggling students to do partner or small group shares with classmates to give 

them a platform to show their pride in their own projects. 

 Be there for them through the entire process. Your struggling students will notice the 

interest that you have in their learning! 
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Common Core State Standards: 
Writing (Research to Build and Present Knowledge) 

W.3.4, 4.7, 5.7, 6.7, 7.7 

In general, students need to present what they learned using appropriate facts and descriptive 

details to support their Guiding Question. 

 

Speaking and Listening (Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas) 

SL.3.4, 4.4, 5.4, 6.4, 7.4 

In general, students need to conduct some research on a topic using several resources in order 

to build knowledge of their topic that they are passionate about. 

 

ISTE Standards for Students: 
Empowered Learner 

1a- Students articulate and set personal learning goals, develop strategies leveraging 

technology to achieve them and reflect on the learning process itself to improve learning 

outcomes. 

 

Digital Citizen 

2c- Students demonstrate an understanding of and respect for the rights and obligations of using 

and sharing intellectual property. 

 

Knowledge Constructor 

3a- Students plan and employ effective research strategies to locate information and other 

resources for their intellectual or creative pursuits. 

 

3d- Students build knowledge by actively exploring real-world issues and problems, developing 

ideas and theories and pursuing answers and solutions. 

 

Computational Thinker 

5c- Students break problems into component parts, extract key information, and develop 

descriptive models to understand complex systems or facilitate problem-solving. 

 

Disclaimer: 
Since this product utilizes free web and app resources, there may be rare times that the 

technology does not work as planned, which may be out of our control. Please be sure to 

message us in the Q&A section so we can assist you before leaving feedback. 

 

Google and Google Apps are trademarks of Google Inc. © 2015 Google Inc. All rights reserved. 

Wise Guys are not affiliated with and have not been authorized, sponsored, or otherwise 

approved by Google Inc. 

 



Your Name Date Hour 

Type your passions here. Type your passions here. 

Type your top passion here, along with your reason. 



Your Name Date Hour 

Type in your Guiding Question here. Be sure to show your teacher when you are done. 



Hour Date Your Name 

Type in your Guiding Question here. 

Type in your first few steps here.. 

Type in the materials you will need here. 

Type in your response here. 

Type in your response here. 

Type in your response here. 



Your Name Date Hour 

Type your Guiding Question here. 

Type your notes here. 

Type your bibliography here, depending on what your teacher requires. 

Type what you accomplished today. 

Type your response here. 



Your Name Date Hour 

Type in your response here. 

Type your Guiding Question here. 

Type your response here. 

Type your response here. 

Type your response here. 

Type your response here. 

Type your response here. 

Type your response here. 

Type your response here. 

Type your response here. 



Student Date Hour 

PTS. Grade 

Type comments here. 


